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Abstract Ambient-pressure photoelectron spectroscopy

(APPES) and microscopy are at the frontier of modern

chemical analysis at liquid–gas, solid–liquid and solid–gas

interfaces, bridging science and engineering of functional

materials. Complementing the current state-of-the art of the

instruments using differentially pumped analyzers, we

survey in this short review several alternative APPES

approaches, developed recently in the scanning photo-

electron microscope (SPEM) at the Elettra laboratory. The

reported set-ups allow for performing dynamic near-am-

bient pressure experiments without introducing additional

differential pumping stages. They include implementation

of pulsed-gas injection in the vicinity of samples or placing

the sample inside reaction cells with very small apertures.

The major part of the review is dedicated to construction

and performance of novel environmental cells, where

ultrathin electron-transparent but molecularly impermeable

membranes are used to isolate the gas or liquid ambient

from the electron detector operated in ultra-high vacuum

(UHV). We demonstrate that two-dimensional materials,

such as graphene and derivatives, are mechanically robust

to withstand atmospheric—UHV pressure differences and

are sufficiently transparent for the photoelectrons emitted

from samples immersed in liquid or gaseous media. Rep-

resentative results illustrate the performance of reported

APPES approaches using tunable synchrotron X-rays,

combined with the sub-micrometer lateral resolution of

SPEM. They demonstrate the unique opportunities for

addressing the chemical composition and electronic struc-

ture of surfaces and interfaces under realistic operation

conditions with unprecedented lateral and spectral

resolution.

Keywords Ambient pressure XPS � Graphene

membranes � Environmental cell � Microscopy

1 Introduction

Fundamental understanding and control of processes

occurring at surfaces and interfaces can guide the design

and optimization of catalysts and materials used in chem-

ical industry, energy and electronic devices and also will

respond to many open questions in biomedical research.

Therefore, there is an increasing demand for detailed in situ

surface analyses of functional matter under realistic

working conditions. Only in the last decade the most

powerful surface sensitive method, photoelectron spec-

troscopy (PES), also known as X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) or electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis (ESCA) [1], has really overcome the pressure gap.

Today ambient pressure PES (APPES) allows for in situ

PES experiments that were a dream half a century ago. The

first APPES attempts in liquid ambient were made by Kai

Siegbahn’s group in the early 1970s, followed by the

exploration of a variety of experimental approaches, such

as liquid beams jets [2–4] or flying droplets [5]), and

wetted specimens [6]. These efforts culminated recently by
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implementation of differentially pumped electron analyz-

ers, using both laboratory X-ray sources [7–11] and syn-

chrotron radiation facilities [12–15]. The progress of

APPES with multiple applications in studies of solid/gas

and solid/liquid interfaces is comprehensively reviewed in

Refs. [16, 17] and the fast growing number of researchers

using these instruments are clear demonstration of the

impact and maturity of this methodology. Using syn-

chrotron light for APPES has several advantages, namely

signal gain due to the higher photon flux confined in rel-

atively small spot size of maximum a few hundreds

micrometer, and tunability of the X-ray energy that enables

optimizing the ionization cross section for the electronic

levels under consideration and varying the escape depth of

emitted electrons.

The tunability of synchrotron light also allows another

spectroscopy that complements PES, namely X-ray

absorption spectroscopy (XAS). This technique can use

alternative detection modes, based on monitoring the signal

of transmitted photons, the total emitted electron/Auger or

fluorescence yield as a function of the incident beam

photon energy [18]. The XAS spectrum has two distinct

parts: the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES),

covering the energy range up to 50 eV above the atomic

absorption edge, and the extended X-ray absorption fine

structure (EXAFS) region above this photon energy. The

XANES provides chemical characteristics based on the

X-ray induced resonant electronic transitions from the core

levels into unfilled electronic states, governed by the well-

established selection rules, and serves as a site-specific

probe of local charge state, coordination, and magnetic

moment of absorbing atoms. Compared to XPS with soft

X-rays, which is extremely surface-sensitive [19], com-

plementary XANES spectroscopy measuring total electron

yield increases the probing depth to 10 nm, so that one can

probe the subsurface region and buried interfaces as well

[20, 21]. Using synchrotron light with circular (left–right)

or linear (vertical–horizontal) polarization adds informa-

tion on average magnetic moment and symmetry of the

chemical bonds [21].

However, the currently operational APPES instruments,

both in laboratories and synchrotron facilities, are limited

in lateral resolution and cannot satisfy the increasing needs

of exploring surface and interface properties at submicron

and nanoscopic scales, where inhomogeneity in composi-

tion and/or morphology is very common in all technolog-

ically important materials. More than two decades ago, the

demand to characterize the materials at their natural length

scales has pushed the development of two major types of

X-ray photoelectron microscopies operated with syn-

chrotron light [22–25] and it is appealing to adapt such

instruments also for working at ‘ambient’ pressures.

However, such adaptation is practically impossible for the

X-ray imaging photo emission electron microscope

(XPEEM) [23, 24] that uses electron projection optics to

produce a magnified image on the detector plane. These

microscopes can reach a lateral resolution better than

10 nm, but the high fields at the sample (of the order of

106–107 V/m), needed for collection efficiency and lateral

resolution, exclude working at ambient pressures. The

other photoelectron microscopy type, the scanning photo-

electron microscope (SPEM) [22, 23, 25] can be described

as a classical PES instrument with photon-focusing optics

forming an X-ray microprobe. It can reach a lateral reso-

lution of 50 nm when using zone plates (ZPs) as focusing

elements. However, the ZP optical set-up, namely the short

distance between the focusing system and the sample

together with the grazing accepting geometry of the elec-

tron analyzer, imposes severe geometrical constraints at

soft X-rays energies that need to be solved.

In this paper, after an overview of several routes to

further the APPES methodology, we discuss the set-ups

recently developed and tested at the Elettra laboratory that

also overcome the aforementioned constraints for SPEM

operation at ambient pressure. The membrane-based

approaches suitable for all type of instruments with elec-

tron detection are extensively discussed, including infor-

mation on the recent progress in membrane

characterization and fabrication technology.

2 APPES Concepts

2.1 Differentially Pumped APPES

A key feature of the APPES technique is performing

experiments with samples exposed to their working envi-

ronment, e.g. a gaseous atmosphere at elevated pressure or

a liquid environment. The major problem to be solved in

construction of APPES instruments is the short inelastic

mean free path (IMFP) of photoelectrons (PEs) travelling

in dense phases [19]. Three possible strategies, sketched in

Fig. 1, can be used to minimize the photoelectron elastic

and inelastic scattering and thus to meet the requirements

of APPES experiments.

In the first set-up, the differentially pumped analyzer is

attached to the chamber hosting a conventional sample

holder (Fig. 1a). As sketched in the figure, an aperture of

radius R, placed at the entrance of the electron analyzer-

lens system at a distance d from the sample, acts as a

pressure reducing orifice between the sample environment

(pHP) and the first pumping stage of the spectrometer (pSP).

Obviously, decreasing R will increase the pressure differ-

ence between the sample environment and the electron

analyzer, but at a given sample distance d, this also cuts the

acceptance angle of the spectrometer, reducing the
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detection efficiency. Thus, a compromise between detec-

tion efficiency and the inelastic mean free path of electrons

in the dense medium has to be found, which determines the

achievable pressure in the sample area. The distance, d,

between the sample and the aperture should not be smaller

than d & 2R, as it ensures a local pressure at the sample

surface comparable (&95 %) to the overall pressure pHP. It

should be noted that the use of focused photon beams

allows for smaller apertures without a significant signal

loss. Depending on the X-ray beam spot size, the analyzer

dimensions and the number of differential pumping stages,

the achievable pressure at the sample in laboratory instru-

ments can be 1 hPa [10] reaching even 30 hPa in the recent

report [11]. Synchrotron-based APPES systems operate at

pressures of the order of 10 hPa [12, 16] reaching pressures

higher than 100 hPa in a recent apparatus using an aperture

size of 50 lm [26].

The second approach, sketched in Fig. 1b, combines a

standard (non-differentially pumped) electron analyzer

with a reaction cell, which has its own gas inlet and

differential pumping system. Here, the aperture of the cell

in front of the sample provides the required pressure

reduction between pHP and pSP with the same trade-offs as

the ones of the first concept, described above. It should be

noted that the use of focused photon beams is beneficial for

both concepts, because it allows for higher pressures via

placing smaller apertures. As reported in Sect. 3.1, the

submicrometer photon beam at the ESCA microscopy

beamline at Elettra enables measurements at pressures up

to 1 hPa inside such reaction cells.

As illustrated in Fig. 1c, the two set-ups can also be

combined, resulting in a compartment at an intermediate

pressure pCH (pHP[ pCH[ pSP). This combination is

advantageous, since the walls of the surrounding vacuum

chamber are not exposed to high pressure, which allows for

quick switching between high pressure and UHV condi-

tions [14, 17]. In order to obtain a sufficiently intense

photoelectron signal, the differentially pumped sample cell

is placed close to the electron analyzer entrance. As will be

discussed in the following section, membrane-based reac-

tion cell concepts allow for moving the sample cell away

from the analyzer entrance, which can be beneficial in

many applications.

2.2 Membrane-Based APPES

Another concept complementing differential pumping in

APPES is based on use of electron-transparent but

molecular-impermeable membranes to separate the sample

compartment from the UHV of the electron analyzer.

Development of such a PES-through-membrane approach

is inspired by the successful photoelectron spectroscopy

and microscopy of buried interfaces for a wide range of

excitation energies spanning ultraviolet (UV) [27], soft

X-rays [28] to hard X-rays [29, 30]. The membrane can be

considered as an overlayer with a thickness comparable to

the IMFP, so that the signal from the immersed sample is

directly related to the classical signal attenuation by

overlayer films in surface science [31]. Thus, the attenua-

tion due to inelastic electron scattering by a membrane of

thickness d can be evaluated using known databases [31–

33] and software [34], discussed in more details in

Sect. 3.3. For example, the IMFP of photoelectrons with

energies of a few 100 eV is of the order of 1 nm inside the

membrane material. Assuming that 90 % loss of PES sig-

nal from the encapsulated object is acceptable, a 1 nm

thick membrane sealing an environment at atmospheric

pressure requires the sample surface to be placed at a

distance of 1 lm below the membrane, which is sufficient

to maintain a thermodynamic equilibrium with the ambi-

ent. It is important to note that the minimal membrane

thickness and the sample-to-membrane distance limit can

be further relaxed if hard X-rays are used, since the high

Fig. 1 Possible arrangements of electron spectrometer and sample

environment for APPES. aChamber with conventional sample mounting

at a distance d in front of a differentially pumped electron analyzer with

an aperture of radius R placed at the analyzer entrance. b Conventional

electron analyzer combined with a differentially pumped sample cell and

cCombination of a differentially pumped sample cell with a differentially

pumped electron analyzer. The red-dashed lines indicate the positions,

where exchangeable electron-transparent membranes may be used in

order to isolate the nearby compartment
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kinetic energies photoelectrons have longer IMFPs [35,

36].

The use of electron-transparent membranes can be

advantageous to the aforementioned differential pumping

approaches: sealing with a membrane is indicated by a red

dashed line for the three set-ups illustrated in Fig. 1. In all

three cases, even if the membranes are imperfect and not

100 % impermeable, the limitation on the maximum

achievable sample environment pressures can be greatly

relaxed, as described in the following:

(1) The sample area from which photoelectrons are

collected is not limited anymore by the size of

pressure-limiting apertures and can therefore be

significantly increased. In addition, much larger

pressure differentials can be allowed for all APPES

concepts sketched in Fig. 1. For example, as long as

a molecular-flow regime is sustained, it should still

be possible to increase the pressure differential by

two orders of magnitude even if 1 % of the

membrane area is holey [37].

(2) The restriction d & 2R is not anymore valid when

using a membrane, since the electron path inside the

dense medium depends only on the sample-mem-

brane distance. This relaxed constraint will allow for

denser phases in the sample area, while keeping the

same spectral quality simply by reducing the

distance to the analyzer.

(3) Using arrays of micro-membranes rather than a

single membrane (see Sect. 5), macroscopic sample

areas can be explored using the setup sketched in

Fig. 1b. Hence, high-quality APPES studies can be

done using standard laboratory-based equipment.

(4) Combining a membrane-sealed sample cell with a

differentially pumped analyzer can boost the perfor-

mance of existing APPES instrumentation as out-

lined in the points (1)–(3). The additional advantage

of this combination (see Fig. 1c) is that the sample

cell can be easily repaired after a membrane failure.

In addition, the membrane-sealed cell may be placed

further away from the analyzer entrance, thereby

protecting the delicate electron lens system in case of

membrane failure. This advantage is especially

important when dealing with samples in a liquid

environment, where membrane failures may lead to

ejection of a liquid jet (see Fig. 2).

It should be noted that all considerations above apply to

APPES of liquids or samples in liquid environment,

assuming that any liquid leakage and its related partial

pressure does not exceed the capability of the pumping

system. Since this problem has to be avoided, gas tight

membranes of maximum mechanical, chemical and radia-

tion stability are essential for such studies and are still the

objective of our research. The recent progress in develop-

ment and characterization of highly electron transparent

membranes is discussed in Sects. 3.3 and 4 of this paper.

3 APPES Microscopy

As noted in the introduction, scanning photoelectron

microscopes can be adapted to ambient-pressure experi-

ments overcoming the constraints imposed by the presence

of focusing system, sample scanning stages, and grazing

incidence geometry of the electron analyzer (see the sketch

in Fig. 3a). The best beam demagnification is achieved by

using ZP diffractive optics and a pinhole serving as an

order sorting aperture (OSA) for blocking the undesired

high order diffraction [38]. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a) the

focusing system is placed along the X-ray beam, which is

normal to the sample surface. In APPES, one should

carefully evaluate the constraints imposed by the distance

L between the sample and the OSA (Fig. 3a). This distance

depends on several parameters and increases with

increasing X-ray energy, ZP diameter and ZP outermost

zone width. The usual ZP to sample distance is of the order

of 3 mm to 10 mm using soft X-rays, since the outermost

zone width that determines the microprobe size (lateral

resolution) should be in the few tens nm range and

microfabrication and use of ZPs with diameter beyond

300 lm is challenging. Considering that the presence of an

OSA further restricts the access to the sample, the real-

ization of the classical differentially pumped analyzer

APPES geometry where the sample to analyzer distance

can be even less than 1 mm, is practically impossible.

Fig. 2 SEM movie snapshot of a liquid jet ejecting into the vacuum

chamber from a sealed liquid cell upon disruption of a graphene

membrane. The ejection continues until the Laplace pressure at the

orifice equilibrates with the pressure differential between the vacuum

and interior of the cell
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Placing the X-ray focusing set-up at a grazing incidence

angle with respect to the sample surface normal, as used in

classical PES, introduces severe distortions in the micro-

probe dimensions and does not relax sufficiently the sam-

ple-analyzer distance issue. However, ambient pressure

SPEM (AP-SPEM) can be performed using electron

transparent membranes to separate the sample environment

from the electron and/or X-ray optics, as we have already

demonstrated [39, 40] and as is discussed in Sect. 3.3.

Additionally, we have developed two other simpler set-ups,

a reaction cell using only a small orifice for probing the

sample (Sect. 3.1) and a dynamic high-pressure gas injec-

tion system (Sect. 3.2) that can partially overcome the

limitations imposed in ZP-based SPEMs when working at

near-ambient pressures. These different set-ups were

designed and constructed to fit to the SPEM instrument,

operated at the ESCA microscopy beamline of the Elettra

synchrotron research center [41], but also are applicable to

other photon-in/electron-out or electron-in/electron-out

instruments of this type.

3.1 Reaction Cells for SPEM

The general concepts for construction of reaction cells are

not new: retractable cells bridging near ambient pressure

up to 30 hPa and UHV have already been offered by

companies providing laboratory XPS instruments [11]. The

specific approach used in the cell design for SPEM further

exploits the advantage of using a focused X-ray beam. The

SPEM reaction cell, illustrated in Fig. 3a), is vacuum

sealed and has a small pinhole of 200 lm diameter on the

front plate. The X-ray microprobe (50–100 nm diameters)

illuminates the sample placed at a distance of 30–40 lm

behind the pinhole (see Fig. 3b). For such small distances

the shadowing effect is insignificant and photoelectrons

from a sufficiently large sample area can be collected by

the electron analyzer mounted at 60� with respect to the

X-ray beam. The reactive gases were controllably delivered

into the cell via flexible tubing, connected to a flange with a

needle valve. The pumping speed of the vacuum chamber

permits achieving pressures up to 1 hPa inside the cell,

while keeping the background pressure of the SPEM

chamber below 10-5 hPa (upper safe limit for performing

photoelectron spectroscopy). An encapsulated heater,

attached on the rear side of the sample, is used to vary the

sample temperature in the range 300 K to 773 K. The cell

assembly was mounted on a sample holder (Fig. 3c),

attached to the x–y scanner, which was used in the SPEM

imaging mode and also for fine positioning at selected

locations in the micro-spectroscopy mode. All parts of the

cell, including the heater and the thermocouple feed

throughs, were made of UHV compatible materials to

avoid parasitic degassing inside the enclosure upon

heating.

The cell performance was tested using the well-known

oxidation and reduction of a metal Rh surface by measur-

ing the evolution of Rh 3d and O 1 s core levels acquired

from an unpolished Rh foil, mounted inside the high

pressure cell and exposed to oxygen and hydrogen. Fig-

ure 4a and b show large- and small-scale Rh images,

acquired using the photoelectron analyzer tuned to the

Rh 3d5/2 core level energy window. The images represent

the lateral variations of the photoemission signal integrated

over the whole energy window, including also the

Fig. 3 a Sketch of the SPEM

set-up with the reaction cell and

its main components. b Large-

scale sketch outlining the

probed sample area. In order to

illustrate the shadowing effect,

the distance d is expanded.

c Photo of the cell mounted on

the sample holder which can be

inserted in the scanning unit of

the SPEM
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background. Under these settings the observed darker and

brighter features are topographic contrast, i.e. local

enhancement or attenuation of the emitted photoelectrons,

generated by the structural imperfection of the Rh surface

[42]. These well-resolved structures prove that the typical

submicron resolution of the SPEM instrument is preserved,

i.e., the cell setup does not deteriorate the spatial resolution

of the microscope.

The lineshape of the top Rh 3d5/2 spectrum 1 in Fig. 4c)

is typical for a sample that was oxidized and contaminated

during unavoidable short exposure to air before being

introduced into the cell, where it was annealed at 573 K in

the ambient of 1 hPa of H2(g) for 60 min in order to

remove the formed oxide layer and other contaminants.

The spectrum, deconvoluted by using Doniach-Sunjich

functions (black solid lines), reveals a dominant metallic

Rh component at a binding energy (BE) of 307.2 eV and a

tiny peak at 307.8 eV, indicative of the presence of residual

sub-stoichiometric surface oxides [43]. This result is clear

evidence that the annealing at 1 hPa H2 exposure had

rather effectively removed the oxide and usual C contam-

inants, which is not possible for H2 exposures at the

maximum pressure of 5 9 10-5 hPa allowed in the SPEM

chamber. The same surface was then exposed to 1 hPa O2

for 30 min, keeping the temperature of the sample at

573 K. The measured Rh 3d5/2 spectrum after our oxygen

treatment (spectrum 2 in the Rh 3d5/2 panel of Fig. 4c) is

dominated by a new peak located at 308.3 eV BE, corre-

sponding to Rh2O3 [44]. The observed changes in the

Rh 3d and O 1 s spectra after oxidation are in fair agree-

ment with prior results for Rh films and Rh polycrystalline

foils, oxidized at ambient pressures where the observed two

components were attributed to of Rh2O3 and RhO2/RhOOH

species [45, 46].

Clear demonstration that the sample inside the cell was

exposed to an O2 pressure of the order of hPa, required for

advanced Rh oxidation, are the O 1 s core level spectra.

The O 1 s spectrum 3 in Fig. 4c, measured after the initial

treatment in H2, appears as a tiny broad feature peaked at

*533 eV, matching a residual suboxide [44]. This is also

confirmed by the small high BE component in the

corresponding Rh 3d5/2 spectrum 1. As in the case of the

Rh 3d5/2 spectrum, the line shape and position of the O 1 s

spectrum drastically changes when the Rh sample is

exposed to 1 hPa O2, evidenced by spectrum 4, where two

new distinct doublet spectral features appear. The more

intense doublet is dominated by a component located at

*529.5 eV and weaker one at *531.5 eV. The second

nicely resolved doublet within the 538.5 to 540 eV range

corresponds to gas-phase oxygen molecules inside the cell,

Fig. 4 100 9 100 lm2

(a) 12 9 12 lm2 (b) Rh 3d5/2

images of Rh foil inside the cell;

c Rh 3d5/2 and O 1s spectra

taken at representative

microspot of the Rh foil before

(1), (3) and after (2), (4)

oxidation The measurements

were made with a photon energy

of 650 eV
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ionized by the impinging X-rays. The line shape and

intensity of the O 1 s spectral feature from the gas phase

oxygen confirms that the cell allows hPa pressure levels to

be reached. This result demonstrates that indeed using the

cell the Rh has reached an oxidation state that is not pos-

sible under high vacuum conditions [25].

3.2 Dynamic Pressure System

The dynamic ‘high’ pressure approach (DHP) is based on

the control of an amount of pulsed gas, injected in the

vicinity of the sample, without exceeding the global pres-

sure limits required for the SPEM operation [47]. The local

pressure around the sample is controlled by fine tuning of

the spatial and time profile of a collimated gas jet, directed

towards the sample. In the DHP set-up, sketched in

Fig. 5a), the pulsed jet of gas is formed by a thin needle,

avoiding any interference with the X-ray optic system and

electron analyzer.

As described in Ref. [47], the series of gas jet shots at a

fixed repetition rate and duration are obtained by using a

computer-controlled pulsed valve. Each pulse generates a

short burst of gas pressure at the sample (up to few hun-

dreds hPa) confined in a small volume. If the duration and

the repetition rate of the shots are properly tuned, the

global background pressure does not exceed the limits

imposed by the pumping speed of the vacuum system. In

order to achieve the desired control of the gas pulses, a

valve with sub-millisecond temporal response is needed.

The valve/needle configuration is designed to eliminate any

possible dead volume, in order to reduce the time for

recovering the background pressure after each pulse.

Figure 5b) shows the measured time profiles of the pres-

sure values at the sample and inside the electron analyzer,

using 350 kPa O2 gas pressure behind the pulsed valve. For

these measurements, instead of a specimen, a pressure

micro-detector was placed on the sample stage. One can

see that for 200 hPa oxygen pulses with repetition rate of

0.35 Hz the global pressure in the vacuum chamber

remains in the 10-5 hPa range. The data show that under

these conditions, the global pressure recovers very fast to

its standard UHV level.

The performance of the DHP system was tested by

monitoring the oxidation of Ru, another extensively studied

metal. A polycrystalline unpolished Ru sample with an

average crystal grain diameter of 1–10 lm was first

cleaned by high-temperature annealing using alternating

cycles of H2 and O2 ambient. Figure 6a and b show the Ru

images taken after cleaning by acquiring the photoelectrons

emitted in the energy window of the Ru 3d5/2 core level.

The Ru 3d5/2 spectrum of the resultant clean surface,

labeled as ‘‘UHV’’ in Fig. 6e, confirms that the metallic Ru

component is the dominant feature. As in the case of the Rh

foil (see Fig. 4), the contrast of the Ru image (a) is

exclusively generated by the surface topography and out-

lines the grainy structure of the Ru surface, which obscures

the true chemical contrast. By processing the clean surface

Ru image to remove the topographic artefacts [42], we

obtained image (b) showing uniform contaminant-free Ru

surface.

The Ru sample kept at 790 K was oxidized in situ using

the O2 pulses provided by the DHP system. The Ru 3d5/2

image after oxidation (c) appears similar to the one before

oxidation, since again the topography dominates the

Fig. 5 a Sketch of the DHP set-up adapted to the SPEM apparatus

[47]. b Time profiles of the pressure values at the sample (left axis)

and inside the electron analyzer (right axis) for different pulse

durations of a pulsed valve fed by an O2 gas pressure of 350 kPa. The

inset illustrates the working principle of the DHP approach

454 Top Catal (2016) 59:448–468
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contrast. However, after processing the images for removal

the topography one can clearly see that the initial clean Ru

surface (Fig. 6b) is chemically uniform, also confirmed by

the Ru 3d spectra taken at different points. On contrary,

after oxidation the processed image in Fig. 6d shows

variations in the contrast level, indicating inhomogeneity

of the oxidation. In fact, after removing the dominant

topographic contrast from (c) we obtained the chemical

map, where the darker areas correspond to a lower oxida-

tion state, i.e. the Ru oxide component is less pronounced.

This inhomogeneity of the Ru oxidation state is confirmed

by the Ru 3d5/2 spectra measured in different positions,

labeled as (1), (2), (3) in Fig. 6c. The difference in the line

shapes of these three Ru spectra in Fig. 6e reflects the

different weight of the oxide component, due to well-

known structural dependence of the oxidation rate [48].

The most intense oxide component is present in region (2)

while it is the least intense in the region (1). Comparing

(c) and (d) one can indeed find some correlation between

the individual surface grains and the attained oxidation

state.

The good performance of the DHP system was also

verified by oxidizing a Si (111) surface and comparing the

oxidation time evolution with that obtained by exposing the

surface to a static pressure [47]. The results have

demonstrated that the oxidation of the Si (111) sample at

the DHP conditions is equivalent to a static case, where the

pressure is kept between 10-3 and 10-2 hPa, about 3 orders

of magnitude higher than the maximum gas pressure

allowed for the photoemission system in operando. The

DHP system has already been successfully used for: (1) an

in situ monitoring of the chemical evolution of the elec-

trodes in a Ni/Y-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)/Mn solid oxide

fuel cell occurring in a H2 ? O2 or CH4 ? O2 ambient [49,

50] and (2) an in situ study of the polymer-exchange

membrane fuel cell under polarization [51].

3.3 Membrane-Based Approaches for the SPEM

Enclosed cells with Si3N4 or SiO2 membranes have rou-

tinely been used for in situ X-ray absorption and trans-

mission spectroscopy [52–57]. Since the membrane

thickness capable of withstanding 100 kPa atmospheric

pressure differential exceeds 10 nm, they can be penetrated

only by photoelectrons with high kinetic energies (in

excess of few keV), as has been demonstrated recently for

APPES with hard X-rays [35, 58–60]. The limitations,

imposed by the thickness of Si3N4 and SiO2 membranes

have been overcome by novel two-dimensional (2D)

materials, such as graphene (G), graphene oxide (GO),

Fig. 6 a and c Raw Ru 3d5/2 images of a clean and oxidized surface,

respectively, where the topography obscures the chemical contrast.

b and d Ru chemical maps, obtained after removal of the dominant

topography contribution in a and c. In d the brighter features

correspond to lower oxidation state; e Ru 3d5/2 spectra taken before

(UHV) and after oxidation in different positions 1, 2, 3, as indicated in

image c. The deconvolution of the spectra clearly shows the different

weight of the oxide component at 280.8 eV. Oxidation conditions:

pulse duration 3.2 ms, repetition rate of 0.35 Hz and O2 pressure

behind the valve of 350 kPa. The data acquired from the oxidized

surface were taken after 600 pulse shots
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hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) etc. [39, 40]. These 2D

materials have been found to be ideal for APPES with soft

X-rays, since they combine electron transparency even for

photoelectrons with kinetic energy of few 10 eV with

molecular impermeability and a record high mechanical

strength [39, 40]. In the following sections, we review our

recent activities in fabrication and characterization of

electron transparent membranes tested with the SPEM

operated at the ESCA microscopy beamline of the Elettra

synchrotron light source [41].

3.3.1 Fabrication of High Quality Suspended Graphene-

Based Membranes

Graphene oxide (GO) was the first 2D material tested as an

electron transparent window for APSPEM and SEM envi-

ronmental cells (E-cells). GO membranes are attractive due

to well-developed high yield chemical exfoliation proto-

cols coupled with their large scale liquid processability of

GO colloids (see recent review [61] and references

therein). Due to their amphiphilic properties, GO flakes

segregate at air–water or water–solid interfaces and easily

form controllable membranes when using Langmuir–

Blodgett (LB) or simple drop casting methods [39, 62–66].

As prepared, the GO membranes made of interlocked GO

flakes have selective permeation properties promoting the

intercalation and diffusion of water between stacked GO

flakes that make them excellent filtering media [63, 67, 68].

To make these GO membranes suitable for APPES, one

can adopt the following strategies: (1) prepare GO electron

transparent windows which are made of an individual

single (or multilayer) GO flake; (2) use a GO membrane

window which has less than one percolating channel for

water. Since the amount N of percolating channels over an

orifice of diameter D scales as N� D=L

� �2

(here L is the

average size of the GO flake) [63], one can make a

molecularly impermeable membrane when D\L. In spite

of the fact that GO flakes can be as large as hundreds of

microns, the practical size of the orifice is below 10

microns due to the limited mechanical stability of the

membrane under 100 kPa differential pressure.

We performed comparative tests with GO and graphene

(G) membranes [39, 40] (see Sect. 3.3.2) and found that

GO is less appealing as a membrane material for liquid

APPES for the following reasons. First, as already men-

tioned above, GO can be water permeable if the size of the

electron transparent window exceeds the average size of an

individual GO platelet. Second, the thickness of the dip

coated or drop casted GO membranes cannot be reliably

controlled. Third, GO is non-conductive so that PES

measurements require an energy reference. Finally, we

found that GO is prone to photo-reduction under focused

X-ray beams. Hence, graphene based membranes, being

mechanically extremely robust, chemically stable [69, 70],

easier to handle [71] and electrically conductive [72], are a

much better choice. The superior performance of graphene

membranes makes them appealing, but the fabrication of

high-purity suspended G membranes with high yield needs

further development. In the following, we discuss the

recent progress and the problems to be solved for

improving the quality of fabricated G membranes.

Membranes made of mechanically exfoliated single

crystal graphene are inherently clean, have superior

mechanical stiffness (1 TPa) [69] and, therefore, are nearly

ideal for fabricating electron transparent windows of a few

micron diameter. However, the necessity for a high yield

dictates the use of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown

graphene for membrane fabrication. CVD graphene, grown

using standard protocols is a polycrystalline material with

single crystalline domains of diameters ranging from sub

lm to a few lm [73–75]. It has been reported that the

presence of domain boundaries in the suspended G film

[73], worsen the mechanical strength of suspended gra-

phene by more than an order of magnitude. There is then an

increased propensity for graphene tearing along the domain

boundaries. Figure 7a shows this tendency for membrane

rupture along the domain boundaries present in a medium

quality graphene after it was transferred onto an orifice

array, using a thin poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA)

protection layer on top of the graphene film. The protection

layer was removed after the wet chemical transfer fol-

lowing the recipe described in Ref. [71]. Therefore for our

purposes the size of the single crystalline graphene

domains should be appreciably larger than the orifice

diameter, which ranges typically between 1 and 5 lm. The

modified growth protocol reduces the graphene island

nucleation rate and thus enlarges the G film domain size

[75]. This is illustrated by the low energy electron micro-

scopy (LEEM) image in Fig. 7b, where four rotational

domains (colored red, green, blue and yellow) can be

identified. The LEEM image clearly shows the existence of

single domains larger than 10 lm, so that the achieved

graphene quality appears appropriate for the construction

of windows with width of a few microns that are covered

by boundary free single crystalline graphene. To minimize

graphene contamination, delamination and stress common

for standard transfer protocols, we developed a process of

controlled back-etching of the Cu supporting foil to avoid

the use of any protection layer on top of the grown gra-

phene film. Hence, clean suspended graphene membranes

can be obtained that are in intimate contact with the

remaining Cu support around the holes. In order to facili-

tate the process we used Cu foils structured on their

backside in predefined areas by photolithography and

partial Cu removal in a H2SO4 electrolyte which contained
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0.1 M CuSO4. After removal of the photoresist and

cleaning the Cu foil, the graphene was CVD grown on the

front side of the Cu foil. The samples were then placed on

the liquid electrolyte in a glass beaker, avoiding any con-

tact of the graphene film with the solution, as sketched in

Fig. 7c. By illuminating the beaker with light from the

bottom, we terminated the electrochemical reaction when

the etched holes appeared as bright spots in the transmis-

sion microscopy image. Since no protection layer was

used, some of the suspended membranes collapsed during

the electrolyte removal and drying, but many suspended

membranes survived, as judged by the different grey level

in the SEM images in Fig. 7d. The Raman spectra acquired

locally on the suspended holes, showing the characteristic

G-, G*- and 2D-bands and a very weak D-band, clearly

identifies the membranes as a high quality G monolayer

[76]. Raman spectroscopy and mapping of such samples is

preferable to SEM imaging, where the electron beam can

induce degradation of the graphene. While the completely

gas tight E-cell still requires G membranes of 3–5 layers

nominal thickness (see Sect. 4), efforts for improving the

quality of monolayer thick G membranes for E-cells are

ongoing [77, ]. After optimizing the CVD growth of gra-

phene on Cu [78–81], we are now capable of fabricating

single crystalline graphene domains with diameters larger

than 1 mm. Thus, one may even consider covering an array

of holes with monolayer graphene and sealing supports

with multiple compartments or larger area holes that can be

used beyond micro-focus applications. The electron trans-

parency of such G membranes has already been tested with

SPEM and is reported in the next Sect. 3.3.2.

3.3.2 Photoelectron Transparency of GO and G

Membranes

In order to determine the transparency of GO and G

membranes, we measured the photoelectron (PE) signal

attenuation for membranes transferred to or grown on a

supporting substrate. Ultrathin GO films were prepared via

dip coating in a Langmuir–Blodgett assembly or drop

casting of GO/water colloid solution onto an Au film

deposited on a Si wafer (Au/Si wafer) [39]. As sketched in

Fig. 8a, the obtained films contain patches of single or

multilayer stacked GO platelets, separated by patches of

the pristine Au surface.

A copper foil was used to obtain monolayer graphene,

while G multilayers were grown by chemical vapor depo-

sition (CVD) on a Ni/SiO2/Si substrate. The multilayer

graphene was chemically detached form the metal support

and wet transferred onto the Au/Si wafer, using a standard

PMMA-based protocol [71]. The transferred G layer cov-

ered only a part of the Au support, so there is an abrupt

Fig. 7 a SEM (4 keV, In lens detector) image of a graphene

monolayer (moderate quality) on an array of 4.5 lm orifices

transferred using PMMA. After removing the PMMA protection

layer, graphene exhibits a network of cracks along the domain

boundaries. The typical domain size is of the order of a micrometer.

b LEEM image of CVD grown graphene on Cu with an improved

domain size up to several 10 lm [75]. c Scheme of local etching of

the Cu foil with a graphene monolayer grown on-top. d SEM images

of empty (dark) and suspended (grey) holes in the Cu foil. Weak

D-band signal together with a pronounced G and 2D band in the

displayed Raman spectrum shows that the produced membrane

consists of high-quality monolayer graphene [76]
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boundary between the G-covered and G-free Au (see

Fig. 8b), which could be used for comparative PES anal-

ysis. Wet transfer protocols suffer from unavoidable con-

tamination of the membrane material. To compare wet

transferred membranes with the ultimately clean ones, we

used the graphene layer grown on the Cu substrate,

removing part of it via 1 keV Ar? bombardment through a

shadow-mask. This procedure resulted in a well-defined

boundary between the contaminant-free G layer and a

G-free Cu support surface (see Fig. 8c).

The local attenuation of the photoelectron signal, caused

by the membrane material, was measured comparing the

signal intensity from the G (GO)-covered and G (GO)-free

parts of the supports. Using SPEM, it was possible to

perform spectroscopic measurements in different location

selected from the photoelectron images (see Fig. 8d).

Figure 8e displays the Au image of the Au/Si surface

covered by GO platelets of varying thicknesses generated

by collecting the emitted Au 4f photoelectrons (PEs), while

raster scanning the sample in front of the X-ray microprobe

of 650 eV photon energy. The emitted PEs had a kinetic

energy of &570 eV and were collected at an angle

h = 30� with respect to the surface normal. The grey-scale

contrast level in Fig. 8e reflects the Au 4f signal attenua-

tion by the GO platelets on top of the Au film and shows

the discrete steps of electron transparency, correlated with

the number of the stacked GO platelets. The plot in Fig. 8f

clearly demonstrates the expected exponential decay of the

electron transparency with the number n of the stacked

platelets. This behavior is described by the well-known

relationship:

I

I0
¼ exp � nd

kEALcos hð Þ

� �
ð1Þ

where I/I0 is the ratio between the signal intensity from

GO-covered and GO-free surface, which is a measure of

Fig. 8 a–c Different sample arrangements for electron attenuation

measurements: a drop casted GO, b wet-transferred multilayer

graphene on a Au film, c locally Ar? etched monolayer graphene

on Cu. d Geometry of the PE experiment; e Au 4f image

(64 lm 9 64 lm) of GO platelets on a Au film. Overlapped GO

sheets (dark) consisting of 1, 2, 3 and more layers produce discrete

contrast increase with respect to the pristine Au substrate (light);

f Evaluated electron transparency of GO platelets for h = 30� and

Ekin = 570 eV. Dots represent independent measurements where the

transmission could be determined with an error of about 10 %. GO

thickness larger than 5 layers is determined with an uncertainty of ±1

layer; g: Cu 2p image (320 lm 9 9 640 lm) of the boundary

between the graphene covered and sputter cleaned Cu foil. At the

indicated spots local XPS spectra were acquired; h: Electron

transparency of graphene at h = 60� as a function of electron kinetic

energy for different graphene thicknesses. The top plot corresponds to

monolayer G measured at h = 0�. The data points were derived from

monolayer G–Cu and multilayer G-Au/Si. The solid lines (red:

h = 0� and black: h = 60�) show the predicted attenuation curves

calculated using the TPP-2 M formula [40, 82, 83]
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the transparency, d is the layer thickness of a GO platelet, n

is the number of GO layers and h is the emission angle of

the PEs (see Fig. 8d). kEAL is the effective attenuation

length accounting for elastic scattering, routinely used

instead of the inelastic mean free path kIMFP [82].

Our results have revealed that, for the given photon

energy and geometry of photon illumination and electron

emission at h = 30�, the GO transparency for electrons

with Ekin = 570 eV scales with the number of layers n as

(0.65)n. The same imaging approach was used in the case

of the multilayer and monolayer graphene films on Au and

Cu, respectively. Here, we illustrate only the results for the

case of a Cu support, where the Cu 2p image was acquired

using 1070 eV X-ray probe and an emission angle of

h = 60� (see the micro-spots, indicated Fig. 8g, where

both Cu 2p (Ekin & 140 eV) and Cu 3p (Ekin & 1000 eV)

spectra were acquired as well). The corresponding electron

transparencies versus the photoelectron kinetic energy

obtained from this data set are shown as blue squares in the

chart of Fig. 8h. The measured transparency of the multi-

layer G-Au film is also plotted (green diamond). In addi-

tion, transparency tests of monolayer G-Cu were performed

using conventional Mg Ka and Al Ka radiation of labora-

tory X-ray sources and acquiring electron emission origi-

nated from the Cu 2p, Cu 3 s and Cu 3p core levels and the

Cu L3VV Auger transition along the surface normal

(h = 0�). The results of these tests are also plotted in the

chart of Fig. 8h (red circles) together with the expected

signal attenuation curves for the two acquisition geometries

(red: h = 0� and black: h = 60�) for the indicated G-layer

thickness as calculated using the so called TPP-2 M

equation of Tanuma, Powell and Penn [40, 83, 84]. The

theoretical curves are in fair agreement with the experi-

mental points and indicate that for n-layer thick membranes

electron transparencies better than (0.5)n are feasible by

selecting a proper geometry and photoelectron kinetic

energy.

We also tested the electron transparency of higher

quality suspended G membranes, fabricated via CVD-

grown graphene on Cu foil via local back etching of Cu

substrate. Such membranes have a monolayer thickness,

stronger adhesion to the substrate (compared to transferred

graphene), minimal mechanical stress and do not contain

the common PMMA-related contaminations. Figure 9a

displays a representative SEM image of a locally back-

etched G/Cu foil sample with one empty and three holes,

covered with suspended graphene. The SPEM image of the

same area, obtained by collecting Cu L3VV Auger elec-

trons, is displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 9a, where the

holes appear as darker areas as well.

The SPEM images can also contain important topo-

graphic information. As described in detail in our paper

[42], for non-flat samples with topography that varies at the

micron scale, the local orientation of the sampled area with

respect to the X-ray microprobe and the electron analyzer

can lead to enhancement or attenuation (shadowing) of the

photoelectron signal. In fact, the rather uniform brightness

of the Cu L3VV image (bottom panel in Fig. 9b) indicates

that the Cu foil appears mostly flat, with an exception of

the bright diagonal stripe (also present in SEM, see

Fig. 9a). This stripe is a grain boundary of the Cu foil,

which is inclined with respect to the rest of the Cu foil

surface. As a result, also the membrane 3 grown over this

area is inclined. As sketched in the lower panel in Fig. 9b,

the inclination angle was found to be &60� with respect to

the X-ray microprobe (for details see the supporting

information in Ref. [40]). It should be noted that the

presence of differently inclined membranes on our samples

is an asset that can be used for exploring the effect of

geometry on the membrane transparency. The transparency

of the membranes was evaluated by depositing thin Au

films on their rear side and comparing the C 1 s and Au 4f

PES spectra of differently inclined membranes (2 and 3 in

Fig. 9c). The lower panel in Fig. 9c shows the C 1 s and

Au 4f spectra, measured in locations 1, 2, 3 and normalized

to the signal recorded from the membrane 2. Apparently,

no Au 4f signal can be registered from the location 1 where

Cu was not etched.

One can see that the C 1 s intensities from supported

(positions 1) and suspended graphene (position 2) are

nearly the same, which indicates that both areas, oriented

similarly to the X-ray microprobe, contain the same

amount of carbon. This confirms that the wet back-etching

of Cu substrate does not lead to a sensible enhancement of

the carbonaceous contamination on the back of the mem-

brane. In position 3, where the membrane is inclined by

about 60� with respect to the X-ray microprobe, the C 1s

signal is two times stronger, since in this geometry the

irradiated area contributing to the C 1s signal is increased

by a factor of 1/cos(60�). Comparing the C 1s spectra taken

in locations 1, 2 and 3, one can notice that the peak posi-

tions are a bit different, which we attribute to some con-

tribution of sp3—like carbon contaminants (introduced by

electron irradiation during SEM imaging or during trans-

portation of the samples through air), which lead to a C1s

component at higher binding energy [85]. Since the con-

taminations reduce the electron transparency of the mem-

branes, pristine or cleaned membranes should have

transparencies better than those, derived in the present

tests.

A good illustration of geometry effects on the electron

transparency quantities is provided by comparing the Au 4f

spectra from the Au deposited on the back of the mem-

branes 2 and 3. The results in Fig. 9c clearly show that the

Au 4f intensity for position 3 is higher more than three

times. This is expected, since the inclination results in
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photoelectron acceptance under normal emission, which

increases the depth sensitivity, i.e. the contribution from

bulk Au atoms to the Au 4f photoemission signal has

increased.

Since the deposited Au on the membrane backside is not

an uniformly thick layer, but rather consists of large

hemispherical islands as on highly ordered pyrolytic gra-

phite [86], we calculated the fraction x of the membrane

backside, covered by Au islands. This was done by com-

paring the Cu 3p intensity from the Cu support at position 1

(not shown here) and the Au 4f intensity from location 2.

This Cu 3p/Au 4f intensity ratio amounts to 0.67. Since

both signals are similarly attenuated by the G monolayer

their relative intensities can be related according to Eq. 2

under the assumption of a uniform film thickness and

negligible elastic scattering (for details about XPS quan-

tification [87]):

I1 Cu3pð Þ
I2 Au4fð Þ ¼ 0:67

¼ 1

x
� q Cuð Þ

q Auð Þ �
r Cu3pð Þ
r Au4fð Þ �

1 þ bCu3p

1 þ bAu4f

� KCu

KAu

ð2Þ

Thus, we can determine the fraction x of the G mem-

brane backside, covered by Au islands, using known values

for the density q, the photo-ionization cross section r, the

corresponding asymmetry factor b for the angle between

the photon beam and the electron emission angle (60� in

this case), the layer thickness d, the inelastic mean free

path k, and K ¼ 1 � exp d=k cos 60
�� �� 	�1

the bulk pho-

toemission signal contribution for Au and for Cu at the

given kinetic electron energy of the acquired photoelec-

trons. Considering the atom density of the (100) textured

Cu foil [88] with a lattice constant of 3.61 Å and a layer

distance d = 1.81 Å and the (111) nature of the Au islands

[86] with a lattice constant of 4.08 Å and a layer thickness

d = 2.36 Å, and all other values reported in Table 1, we

estimated that about x = 32 % of the membrane’s back

surface is covered with Au islands.

Using this number, we can estimate the detection limit

of the Au 4f emission through the monolayer G membrane.

Conservatively assuming that the detectable Au 4f signal

should have an intensity that is 3 times the noise level

measured in position 1, we obtain that Au islands covering

a membrane fraction x of & 0.4 % should be detectable. In

Fig. 9 a SEM, measured at 5 kV (top) and CuL3VV SPEM image

(bottom) of the G-Cu foil with empty and suspended holes. The bright

diagonal line visible in both images indicates a grain boundary of the

Cu foil, where the surface plane is inclined. The numbers indicate as

grown graphene on the Cu substrate (1), suspended membrane (2) and

suspended inclined membrane (3). b Sketch of the sample after Au

evaporation on the membrane backside together with the local

geometry with respect to the X-ray micro-probe and electron analyzer

corresponding to 1, 2 (top) and 3 (bottom). (c) C 1 s (top) and Au 4f

(middle) spectra acquired from locations 1, 2 and 3 after Au

deposition on the sample backside and the corresponding peak

intensities scaled to the ones measured in position 2 (bottom). Due to

the different sample alignment and the grazing geometry of the SEM

secondary electron detector, the Cu support appears slightly darker

than the G-membranes compared to the SEM images presented in

Fig. 7
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the case when the thickness of Au islands is comparable or

smaller than the photoelectron IMFP, the PES sensitivity

will be reduced by a factor of KAu = 3.3 so the detection

limit becomes & 1 % Au. We want to point out that one

can extend the measurement time (the acquisition time of

the displayed Au 4f spectrum required less than 3 min) and

increase the sensitivity so that using the single layer gra-

phene membrane, an Au coverage well below 1 % of a

monolayer can be detected. Although many elements have

photo-ionization cross sections significantly lower than the

one of the Au 4f level, the presented data clearly show the

potential of detecting sub-monolayer quantities by mem-

brane based APPES.

4 First AP-SPEM Experiments Through 2D
Membranes

4.1 Membrane-Based Cells for SPEM Studies

We have tested two different cell designs sealed with GO

or G-membranes, as sketched in Fig. 10. The single use

design (Fig. 10a) is based on a Si/Si3N4 chip with a

50–100 nm thick Si3N4 window. Using focused ion bom-

bardment (FIB), a micro-orifice was drilled in the center of

the Si3N4 window and the hole was covered with a single

or few G or GO layers. The compartment below the Si3N4

membrane can be filled with a liquid and sealed with an

UV curable glue on a supporting Si plate for encapsulating

the liquid inside.

Figure 10b shows the design of the other type environ-

mental cell with exchangeable graphene membranes,

mounted on a few micron wide orifice, which was laser or

FIB drilled in a metal disc or a Si/Si3N4 membrane. A

droplet of liquid can be placed onto the disk covered with

the graphene window. A pressure-relief elastomer mem-

brane (Fig. 10b) seals and isolates the sample from the

vacuum and also reduces the pressure shocks inside the cell

during pumping. One can store &20 ll of a liquid sample,

which lasts from tens of minutes to hours, depending on the

leakage rate of the compartment.

4.2 In Situ Observation of Water Radiolysis

and Bubble Formation Under High Intensity

Soft X-Ray Irradiation

To demonstrate the capability of the ambient pressure

SPEM through a graphene membrane, we studied X-ray

induced water radiolysis [40], a process widely explored in

radiation chemistry and recently in electron microscopy of

liquid water [91–94] and frozen hydrated samples [95]. It is

known that irradiation of liquid water with X-rays gener-

ates ionized and excited molecular and radical species.

Some of the long living products of radiolysis, such as

(H2), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radicals

(OH) accumulate [91] and may form micro-bubbles that

can be observed with PES if they are located close to the

graphene membrane. Figure 11a and b show the O 1s

chemical maps, measured through a G membrane sealed

5 lm orifice before and after prolonged irradiation with

focused ca 1000 eV X-rays. Panel (b) illustrates the change

Table 1 Photoionization cross section, asymmetry factor of the core

level ionization for the angle of 60� between X-ray beam and electron

emission detection in the SPEM and the inelastic mean free path of

the Cu 3p and Au 4f photoelectrons at the given kinetic energies

Ekin

(eV)

kCu in

Cu (Å)

kAu in

Au (Å)

r
(10-18 cm2)

b

Au 4f 894 12.9 0.8 0.959

Cu 3p 903 16.3 0.08 1.582

The data were taken from the literature [89, 90]

Fig. 10 Design of a closed

graphene/GO E-cell for APXPS

studies. a single orifice

disposable cell; b re-fillable cell

with exchangeable graphene/

GO membranes. In addition to

SPEM, these cells can also be

used for SEM studies in liquid

ambient. Adapted from Refs.

[39, 62]
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of topography at point B inside the membrane window,

where the beam was positioned for the spectrum

acquisition.

Figure 11c presents a set of sequentially measured O 1s

spectra collected at the point B. For comparison, the bot-

tom spectrum was taken in point A (Fig. 11a), which was a

few tens of microns away from the membrane. The O 1s

spectra were deconvoluted using three components,

assigned to OH, H2O (L) and H2O (G), (here L and G stand

for liquid and vapor, correspondingly) based on prior

research [96, 97]. The presence of molecular water and

hydroxyl adsorbed species beyond the orifice indicate that

some water was trapped under the graphene during the wet

transfer procedure or diffused from the orifice [40, 98, 99].

The evolution of the sequentially recorded O 1 s spectra in

Fig. 11c reveals that the O 1s G component appears and

grows at the expense of the L one. This is an evidence of

X-ray beam-induced micro-bubble formation underneath

the membrane, which also is concomitant with topo-

graphical changes in the O 1s map in Fig. 11b. Similar

electron beam induced bubble formation was also observed

by SEM, as illustrated in Fig. 11d, where the lower elec-

tron yield from the bubble compared to liquid water

accounts for the darker round area in the SEM image. We

should note that upon prolonged irradiation the pressure of

the bubble may increase until rupture of the membrane sets

in. On the other hand, irradiation with soft X-rays does not

affect the membrane stability itself. From a practical point

of view, X-ray induced water radiolysis is an undesired

process, since it can obscure other interfacial processes and

limits the lifetime of the membrane. Nevertheless, the

results in Fig. 11 convincingly demonstrate the potential of

APPES through graphene membranes to record spectral

information from realistic liquid/solid interfaces with sub-

micron lateral resolution. We should point out that the

interest to exploring liquid/solid interfaces using APPES is

growing very fast, preferentially using harder X-rays [100],

and adding spatial resolution will be an asset.

4.3 In Situ Study of the Electrochemical Reaction

A current challenge in energy devices, such as batteries and

fuel cells, is to understand the mechanisms of material

degradation, which usually takes place and/or is initiated at

the interfaces between working electrolytes and electrodes.

Due to its high conductivity and intercalation ability sp2

carbon based materials are often used in these devices.

Among the carbonaceous materials, graphene, with it’s

highest surface to volume ratio, is an ideal model electrode

for accessing in-operando the processes occurring at car-

bonaceous electrodes/liquid electrolyte interfaces.

To test the feasibility of conducting PES electrochemical

experiments with liquid electrolytes we designed an elec-

trochemical cell with a graphene window that also acted as

a working electrode. A droplet of AgNO3 water solution

was placed on the back side of the graphene window, and a

silver counter electrode in contact with the droplet was also

inserted (see Fig. 12a). The Ag 3d spectra were recorded

Fig. 11 a and b O 1s maps of

water taken through a graphene-

covered orifice before (a) and

after (b) acquisition of spectra at

the point B; The characteristic

‘‘shadow’’ on the left side of the

feature B (b) indicates the

change of the membrane

topography; c bottom-up

sequential O 1s spectra

measured in location B showing

the temporal evolution of the

liquid (L) and vapor

(G) components of water. For

the sake of comparison the

spectrum A recorded on the

graphene covered support

outside the membrane is

displayed (point A in the left

upper panel). d Liquid SEM

images of the electron beam-

induced gas bubble formation.

Adapted from Ref. [40]
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from the graphene-covered orifice after applying an

appropriate positive or negative potential on the Ag coun-

ter-electrode so that the graphene working electrode can

play the role of an anode or cathode. The spectra displayed

in Fig. 12b demonstrate the expected growth of the Ag 3d

peak intensity, when the graphene acts as an anode and Ag

is electrodeposited according to the induced plating reac-

tion. When the potential was reversed, the graphene mem-

brane acts as a cathode so the Ag 3d intensity drops

drastically due to the stripping of the Ag deposit. Figure 12c

displays the SEM images of the processes confirming the

SPEM results. The SEM image shows how small Ag clus-

ters nucleate and grow on the graphene surface, when the

positive potential is applied to the Ag counter electrode and

how these Ag clusters dissolve upon the application of the

negative potential. These results demonstrate the applica-

bility of soft X-ray APPES for exploring in situ electro-

chemical processes in liquid electrolytes.

5 Outlook

The demands for APPES studies in liquids, solid/liquid,

and at solid/gaseous interfaces at elevated gas pressures are

growing fast, coming from the traditional research fields of

catalysis, corrosion and electrochemistry as well as from

emerging newer fields such as bio-medical research.

The superior versatility of synchrotron (SR) based

APPES systems, where also the use of harder X-rays has

already been successfully demonstrated [101], have already

made synchrotron-based APPES one of the most requested

instruments at large facilities [17]. In fact, hard X-rays

allow for experiments with enclosed or microfluidic cells

which employ standard (10–20) nm thin Si3N4 membranes

[30]. Undoubtedly, the limited beamtime available at the

large-scale facilities requires parallel development of

affordable laboratory based APPES instrumentation that

can be used for less demanding conditions with the trade-

offs in acquisition time and spectral resolution.

In this article, we reviewed the progress that has been

made in APPES with submicron lateral resolution and

converting SPEM into AP-SPEM by using several

approaches. Indeed, the SPEM instruments can be operated

only at synchrotron facilities, but they provide unique

opportunities to explore materials and interfacial processes

at their natural length scale. Adding the lateral resolution is

the prerogative for understanding the important size–

structure–function correlations, required for design and

controlled fabrication of smart functional nanomaterials.

Our overview of possible approaches for in-operando

SPEM experiments, supported by experimental results,

clearly suggests that the most promising and versatile

approach is based on the use of electron transparent

membranes. In this respect, the great advantage of using a

sub-microprobe beam in SPEM is that it does not require

fabrication of graphene or other electron transparent

membranes larger than a few micrometers. Based on the

obtained results with different samples and environments,

Fig. 12 a Design of an electrochemical cell with an electron

transparent graphene window; b Ag 3d spectra recorded at the

graphene membrane/AgNO3 interface at two different potentials

between working (graphene) and counter (Ag) electrodes. The top

spectrum (blue) corresponds to the plating reaction while the bottom

one (red) corresponds to Ag stripping; c the concomitant liquid SEM

studies of the same reaction in the same setup. The top panel is the

initial state of the graphene electrode before applying a potential. The

middle and bottom panels show the data for applied potentials of

?3 V and -3 V, respectively, to the Ag counter-electrode
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we envision at least three directions where activities and

developments should be focused in the near future:

5.1 Radiation-Induced Effects in Liquids

The chemical and physical aspects of the interaction of

high intensity X-ray beams with liquids are still poorly

understood, but this information is needed when exploring

the behavior of solid functional materials exposed to liquid

ambient. Extensive investigations of X-ray radiation-in-

duced processes at liquid/solid interfaces are required for

exploring the surface chemistry in different liquids and

their effects on the properties of the immersed objects. In

particular, spatial and temporal distributions of the radia-

tion-induced formation of reactive species can be crucial

for interpreting interfacial processes in operating electro-

chemical and fuel cells, as well as in biological objects.

5.2 Liquid Cells Designs

Accumulated knowledge from soft X-ray microscopy

based on X-ray transmission and X-ray photon-in/photon-

out spectroscopy [102], and also recently from electron

microscopy [103], using Si3N4 windows for a variety of

sample set-ups is very helpful for application in hard X-ray

APPES, where the IMFP allows for developing environ-

mental cells with Si3N4 windows of thickness of (10–20)

nm. The cell’s design should follow the current trends, i.e.

several optimized designs adaptable to a specific set of

experiments exploring, e.g. electrical, micromechanical,

thermal, electrochemical and fluidic events. In the case of

fluidic cells, since the needed amount of liquids for APPES

is rather small, the next generation of liquid cells could be

disposable monolithic chips with on-board fluidics, where

the liquid source together with electrophoretic, electroos-

motic or micromechanical pumps are the integral parts of

the lab-on-chip technology. Another trend in the e-cells

designs could be the incorporation of additional options for

in situ correlative spectroscopies and microscopies (lumi-

nescence, IR, Raman, etc.), using for example fiber optics.

5.3 Membranes made of 2D Materials

As discussed above, many of the novel 2D materials pos-

sess ultimately high electron transparency, high mechanical

strength and can be fabricated at large yield. Therefore,

these materials will continue to be an object of active

research and technical developments as prospective win-

dows for APPES. However, since the purity control and

delamination issues of transferred membranes can impede

these applications, the future of 2D membrane windows

depends on advances in wafer scale fabrication and

transfer-free protocols, where the support substrate can also

be converted to a frame supporting the suspended mem-

branes. The feasibility of fabrication of such single-layer

graphene windows via local back etching of a Cu substrate

has already been demonstrated, as reported above. The

outstanding challenge for laboratory based (not micro-

scopic) APPES is the need for large area 2D membranes in

measurements with an X-ray beam width of a few hundreds

microns. The apparent solution that can be used for 2D

materials is the fabrication of an array of multiple orifices

covered with a 2D membrane. One possible design,

depicted in Fig. 13, is a graphene based liquid cell.

The cell is based on a lithographically defined multi-

channel or microporous matrix, which contains a high

density of isolated or interconnected microfluidic channels.

The channels, a few microns in size, are covered with a

graphene membrane. The experimentally demonstrated

effective graphene coverage in such a multi-hole sample

can exceed 95 % (see Fig. 13). This allows for using

standard PES instruments with a X-ray beam width up to

1 mm and preserving acceptable vacuum conditions even if

parasitic effusion proceeds through a few open channels.

Such multi-channel cells can be equipped with heaters and

electrodes, as well as coupled with an on-board fluidic

management system with sufficient amount of liquid to

feed the micro-channels. We note that similar considera-

tions and designs can be applied in an alternative mem-

brane-based APPES, where the membrane protects the

entrance of the electron energy analyzer (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 13 Prospective design of a microchannel sample platform for

laboratory APXPS, where a macroscopic array of liquid filled micro-

channels or micro-pores is covered with a graphene membrane. SEM

images of a graphene covered microchannel sample filled with liquid

water. The diameter of each channel is 2 to 5 lm
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